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In the paper “Universal theory of three-wave ozonometric measurements” the theoretical possibility of almost full compensation of sum 

error of three-wave ozonometer measurement, used for the measurement of the common ozone content in the atmosphere is shown. The 
algorithm of working of device is presented; the theoretical substantiation of compensation is given.  
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As it is known [1], nowadays the base method for the 

common content of ozone in the atmosphere is the two-wave 
method of measurement, based on the reducing law of the 
radiation in the atmosphere - Buger law, which has the 
following form: 
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where Sλ is the flux of the direct sun radiation on Earth 
surface; 

0λ
S  is the same flux on the top surface of the 

atmosphere; αλ is the absorption index of the ozone radiation,    
to the wave length λ; X is the sum ozone in the atmosphere;, 
measured in atm/cm; 

0λ
β  is the optical density of the reley 

atmosphere; δλ is the optical density of the atmospheric 
aerosol for the wavelength λ; µ, m, m1 are relative optical 
densities of the ozone layer of the reley atmosphere and 
aerosol layer, which are ratios of the considering optical 

densities in the gradient direction to the mentioned optical 
densities in the vertical direction. 

  The physical mean of the formulae (1) is that reducing 
of radiation in the atmosphere takes place because of: 1) 
absorption in the band; 2) stray radiation in the pure air; 3) 
reducing of the radiation in the aerosol. 

Also, it is known [1], that common error of the 
measurement of the common ozone content (COC) by the 
two-wave method is defined as 
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In the ref [2] the three-wave ozonometer was given, 

allowing to increase the exactness of the ozonometric 
measurements. Before, that we consider the functional 
possibilities of the given ozonometer, we note the 
conventional signs, which will be used in the following 
explanations: 

δ=δ(λ) is the functional dependence of aerosol optical 
density on the radiation wave length. According to the ref 
[1], δ(λ) is the line function in the diapazon300-340 nm, 
practically: 

β=β(λ) is the functional dependence of the reley 
atmosphere optical density on the radiation wave length: 

λ1 is the first main wave length, where the first main 
calculation (measurement) 

1
Sλ  takes place; 

λ2 is the second correct wave length, where the second 
auxiliary calculation (measurement) 

2
Sλ  takes place; 

D1 is the operator of the calculation working S1 and S2 for 
the obtaining of the following calculated values: 

1)  Calculated value Sp, depending 
1

Sλ  and 
2

Sλ , i.e. 

( )
21

S,SfS 1p λλ= ; 

2)  Calculated value βp, depending on 
1λ

β  and 
2λ

β , 

i.e. ( )
21

S,Sf2p λλβ = ; 

3)  Calculated value δp, depending on 
1λ

δ  and 
2λ

δ , 

i.e. ( )
21

S,Sf1p λλδ = ; 

4)  Calculated value length λp, defined or on δp or on βp: 
5)  λ3 is the third main wave length, where the third 

main calculation (measurement) S3 takes place; 
6)  D2 is the operator of λ3 change; 
7)  D3 is the operator of the operations carrying out 

under the exit values D1 and D2 for the calculation of the 
found value X. 
The algorithm of the three-wave measurer working has 

the different form at the carrying out of the COC 
measurements in the dependence on the concrete given aim. 
That’s why it is needed to consider the tasks, which are 
solved by the three-wave method step by step. 

  The algorithm of the three-wave COC measurer working 
generally has the following form (fig.1). 

 
Fig.1. Common algorithm of three-wave oozonometric     
          measurements. 
  By words, the algorithm of the device working can be 

expressed in the form of the following consequence of the 
carried out operations: 

1)  Carrying out of the measurements Si on λI (i=1,2,3) 
2)  Applying of D1 to S1 and S2 
3)  Applying of D2 to S3 
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4)  Applying of D3 to the exit values D1 and D2 
  The private algorithms of the device are differ from the 

general algorithm, i.e. in this case operators D1, D2, D3 have 
the concrete mathematic meaning. 

 
1. USING OF THREE-WAVE METHOD FOR THE  
     DECREASE OF THE AEROSOL ERROR. 
 
As it is known [1], the relative aerosol error in the two-

wave ozonometer is calculated as  
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where the first three of parameters (X, δ, α) are equal to the 
wave length л1, but second three parameters (X’, δ’ α’) are 
equal to the wave length λ2. 

  The operator D1 for the three-wave ozonometer has the 
meaning of the following consequence of the mathematic 
operations 

                             D1=M⋅R 
 

where M is multiplication operation; R is       
The operator D2 in the given case has the shift meaning 

S3(λ3) till the value ( )333 λλ ∆±′S . 
  The cases, when the applying of D2 isn’t necessary, are 

possible. The operator D3 in the given case has the meaning 
of the fission and logarithmic of the D1 and D2 results. 

  Thus, the algorithm of the three-wave ozonometric 
measurements with the aerosol error compensation has the 
form (fig.2). 

 
Fig.2. The algorithm of three-wave ozonometric measurements  
          with compensation of aerosol component. 
In the device in the given case the equality 

3λ
δ and 

pλδ , 

where 
pλδ  is the aerosol density of the considering to the 

calculated wave length λp, takes place. 
  As it was mentioned earlier, λp can be defined on the 

base λ1  and λ2 , on the dependence δ(λ) or on dependence 

β(λ) (in the dependence on the given aim). In the considered 
case     

D1=M⋅R , 
 

where M is the multiplication operation; R is λp is calculated 
by the formulae  

 

2
21 λλλ +
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Moreover, ideally the condition λ3 =λp should be kept. 
However, there are set of reasons, because of which 

pλλ δδ ≠
3

. They are: 

1)  Error of λp calculation 
2)  Error of δ(λ) nonlinearity. 

  For the clearing of the given error, the measurer 
algorithm is changed by the way of the input of the operator 
R (fig.3) regulation possibility. 

 
Fig. 3. Correction of error by the way of R* regulation. 
 
The meaning of that correction is in the some shifting of 

λp, in order to obtain 
pλλ δδ =

3
. 

Such correction also can be obtained by the shifting of λ3, 
however this would need the applying of set of filters with 
the nearest pass bands (set of bands), that is connected with 
the technical difficulties. 

 
2. EFFECT OF FULL COMPENSATION OF SUM 
ERROR IN THE THREE-WAVE OZONOMETER. 
 
As it was also mentioned, the full error of the two-wave 

ozonometer at the absence of the external impurity in the 
atmosphere is calculated by the formulae (2). In general case  
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( ) ( )δχβχχ 21 +=Π        , 
 

where χΠ is the full error of ozonometer; χ1(β) is error 
component  because of the scattering of pure atmosphere; 
χ2(β)  is error component because of aerosol influence. 

The common conception of the mutual compensation of 
components χ1(β) and χ2(β) is in the such choose of the 
calculated wave length λp, that χ1 and χ2, calculated on the 
results of measurements in λ3 and λp, would have the 
opposite signs and equal values on the absolute value. For the 
achieving of the given condition, the two ways can be used: 

1) The regulation of operator R*, i.e. the regulation in the 
calculated device, in the result of which λp will be differ from 

2
21 λλ +

on the value ±∆λ*, i.e. *21

2
λλλλ ∆±

+
=p  

2) λ3  regulation by the way of using of many optical 
filters with the band in nii ,1;3 =λ . However, as it was 

mentioned earlier, this way unpractical and too difficult.  
Block is circuit of algorithm working of device is shown 

on the fig.4. 
 

 
Fig.4. Block is circuit of algorithm of working of device.  

 
The condition of practically full mutual compensation of 

error components χβ and χδ can be expressed by the 
following way: 

                        

δβ χχ =  

or 
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Thus, the meaning of the full compensation of sum error 

of three-wave ozonometer is in the carrying out of regulation 
*
3λ  or *

pβ  with the aim of the carrying out of the condition (4). 

Let’s give the graphic interpretation of the mutual 
compensation of the above considered error components.  
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Fig.5. The graphics of dependencies βλ and δλ on wave length λ. 

 
The graphics of the dependencies βλ and δλ  on the wave 

length λ are shown on the fig.5. Taking into consideration 
m≈m1, effect of the mutual compensation from the graphic 
statements can be expressed by the following way: 

 
           pp δδββ λλ −=−

33
, 

 
where 

3λ
β  is the value of reley scattering of atmosphere on 

the wave length λ3; 3λ
δ is aerosol optical density on the 

wave length λ3; βp is the calculated value of β component, 
calculated on the curve β(λ) , from the condition 

2
21 λλ ββ

β
+

=p ; δp is the value of δ component on the 

calculated wave length 
δ

λp , calculated on the curve δ(λ) 

from the condition 
2

21 λλ δδ
δ

+
=p . 

  In the end we note, that revealed additional possibilities 
of later increase of the three-wave ozonometer clarity are 
realized by the famous technical means and don’t present any 
difficulty in the practical realization plan. 
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ЦЧДАЛЬАЛЫ ОЗОНОМЕТРИК ЮЛЧМЯЛЯРИН ЦМУМИ НЯЗЯРИЙЙЯСИ 

 
"Цчдальалы озонометрик юлчмялярин цмуми нязяриййяси" мягалясиндя атмосфердя озонун цмуми мигдарынын юлчцлмяси цчцн 

истифадя едилян Добсон спектрофотометринин цчдальа модификасийасынын ъям юлчмя хятасынын там компенсасийасы имканынын нязяри 
мцмкцнлцйц эюстярилмишдир. Юлчмя гурьусунун иш алгоритми вя компенсасийа шяртляринин нязяри ясаслары верилмишдир 

 
 
 

Х.Г. Асадов, М.М. Алиев, А.А. Исаев 

ОБЩАЯ ТЕОРИЯ ТРЕХВОЛНОВЫХ ОЗОНОМЕТРИЧЕСКИХ ИЗМЕРЕНИЙ 
 

В статье "Общая теория трехволновых озонометрических измерений" показана теоретическая возможность почти полной 
компенсации суммарной погрешности измерения трехволнового озонометра, используемого для измерения общего содержания 
озона в атмосфере. Приведен алгоритм работы устройства, дано теоретическое обоснование условия компенсации. 
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